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DIRECTOR'S
STATEMENT

The Tent City Foundation is developing a global humanitarian

relief effort for those persons displaced by environmental

disasters, or as refugees through conflict, or anyone who may

find themselves needing or using tent city accommodation.

Despite many charity and care organizations, addressing this

issue over the last decade, tent cities are an often overlooked,

and undersupported area. 

1% of the world's population is displaced at any given time and

many have no alternative but to make use of tent cities. These

are often disease-ridden, dangerous places where individual

dignity is often lost. The TENT token will allow you to help!

I started this token because I have seen first-hand the impact

that tent cities have on health and dignity.  I was one of the

scientists who inspected the Nauru asylum seeker processing

facility.  I wrote a report on some aspects of this, but now, I

want to extend on this experience and take advantage of

decentralized finance to create a token that can provide a

platform for giving to many worthy causes working with

refugees and asylum seekers across the globe. 

D R  C A M E R O N  J O N E S ,  P H D

Executive Director
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ABSTRACT

The TENT token was created with the principles of a

community-oriented economy in mind. With each purchase or

sale, TENT's redistributive properties will contribute funds to a

holder's wallet. Our primary goal would be to transform the

TENT community into a thriving economy that benefits

everyone, not just the wealthy. As project developers, our goal

is to create a robust foundation. TENT will play a pivotal role in

this new era of wealth redistribution. By returning authority to

the individual, DeFi currencies are flipping the script.

Cryptocurrency's ability to alleviate this burden for the lower

and middle classes is one of the reasons it has gone viral.
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INTRODUCING
THE TENT
CITY TOKEN

TENT, as its name suggests, generates income by redistributing

taxes collected through purchases, with a burn fee added to

each transaction. We've built a community with a thriving

economy that benefits everyone, not just the wealthy. As project

creators, our goal is to create such a robust community that we

can begin to focus our efforts on greater community expansion

and participation. Furthermore, it is critical that the community's

voice be heard, and that any suggestions can be openly

discussed and potentially adopted. This is essentially another

form of redistribution to aid the community's growth; everyone

who buys TENT is a member of a wider community that strives to

improve the financial standard.
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THE PROBLEM

The majority of today's new Binance Smart Chain tokens are

built with a structure that rewards "whales" for buying in early

and even continues to add funds to their wallets,

disproportionately to the rest of the community. They have a

tokenomics system in which everyone pays a tax proportional to

their wealth, leaving small and medium-sized investors like us

scrambling to invest while the early investors sit back and

collect their taxes.
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OUR
SOLUTION
* LOW COST: With the conventional method of transferring money

from some individuals to others through social mechanisms such as

taxation and public services at a higher percentage, the

government and other organisations benefit. TENT has a habit of

assuring all holders that taxes and other profits are redistributed

back into the community.

* WEALTH REDISTRIBUTION:  We've devised a system in which taxes

collected in response to market orders are used to redistribute

wealth across the entire system. The team will reward the small

and medium community holders with the tax return wallet by

increasing the wealth fare fund in the system. This is more of a

second chance for those in the community who may have missed

or lost a larger opportunity to return to the Cryptocurrency market.
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OUR
SOLUTION ...
* FINANCIAL EQUITY: Every cryptocurrency holder in the TENT

community will be fairly compensated through a well-structured

system. On a fair and profitable redistribution playing field, all

investors, down to the tiniest holdings, will have the opportunity

and access to a breakthrough profit. The tax return wallet that the

creators have set aside is planned to become the top holder and

continue expanding as the token experiences massive exponential

activities, with 5 per cent of all transactions reflecting to TENT

token owners.

*USER EXPERIENCE: Our major goal is to make getting involved in

our community as simple as possible, so we're working on a visually

responsive, user-friendly interface for buyers to access our deals.

.
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BENEFITS TO
TOKEN
HOLDERS
- TENT airdrops and possibly NFTs will be used to redistribute

profit. 

 - The capacity to be compensated via wealth redistribution in the

form of tokens on a regular basis based on the number of tokens

held. 

 - Holding the tokens provides access to investment via wealth

redistribution.

- As soon as actual trade is available, tokens should increase the

value of the chosen asset.

- Simple Defi swaps to begin on Pancake Swap

- Plans to list token on several crypto exchanges soon after DxSale

launch

.
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DONATIONS

With so many people in need, it can be difficult to know where to

begin. We believe that when something seems too great to handle,

the best way to go forwards is to start small. The Tent City

Foundation will use this strategy to plan our donation plan in order

to address our cause in the world around us. The team will meet

with the community every month to pick which refugee or asylum

organisation will get our monthly donation. We'll share our

excitement and celebrate with you after each successful

contribution by sharing it on Twitter, Telegram, and other official

networks.

.
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TOKENOMICS
A charity token

Total Supply : 1,000,000,000,000,000 TENT

Listing : 592,000,000,000 TENT

Marketing: 12%

Dev wallet: 5%

Charity wallet: 3.5%

Strategic Partnerships/Research: 5.5%

Other Dev/Miscellaneous: 2%

Tax

10% Tax is applied to every transaction:

5% Added to liquidity to ensure the health and longevity of our

project

5% Redistributed proportionally to holders like you.

3.5% donation to the Charity wallet

This tax also is reflected to the donation wallet so we can

consistently meet our targets. We thank $TENT token holders for their

decision to help us as we work to make refugee wellbeing a priority

for everyone.

.
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SAFETY
The TENT token was created by the community for the community.

We started with a level playing field and renounced our token

contract to secure your security and prohibit our devs from ever

interfering with the code. We burnt the Liquidity to further preserve

your coin and the project's longevity. This currency is now un-

ruggable. As the cryptocurrency gains popularity, token

transactions will have less impact and will be more stable for our

holders. If you have any experience with Solidity, we welcome you

to take a look at our code. You'll find that, like many other popular

coins, we're a safe and simple fork.

.
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MAKE THE
WORLD A
BETTER PLACE
Our objective is to make the world a better place by coordinating

meaningful donations centred on refugee and asylum health and

wellbeing while also providing the possibility of economic security

for our holders. We're actively building an engaged and

enthusiastic community as we develop, and we're having a great

time doing it! We look forwards to working with you to build a

brighter future.

.
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We're all over social media but you can always reach us at:

www.tentcityfoundation.com

or send us an email to: hello@tentcityfoundation.com

.

CONTACT
https://twitter.com/tentcitytoken

https://t.me/tentcitytoken

https://www.instagram.com/tentcity.foundation

https://www.reddit.com/r/tentcitytoken
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